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Smith Moore President Jim Deutsch, left, and
Chairman Tim Schulte.
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Smith Moore's expansion to Mississippi is its first move into a new state in 11 years, and
by far its most far-flung.

A money management firm based in Clayton, Smith Moore recently opened an office in
Brandon, Mississippi, with the hiring of four Raymond James advisers.

Smith Moore also has offices in Illinois and Kansas, both added in 2009. It is employee-
owned with $3 billion in assets under management.

Smith Moore Chairman Tim Schulte and President Jim Deutsch explained the reason for
the expansion.

Why Mississippi? Deutsch: Tim and I and our board will go wherever the opportunities
are. A recruiter contacted us who said there was this group in Mississippi that would make a good fit with your firm.

What makes a good fit? Deutsch: We fit a niche where people want to be independent but they don't want to be alone. Think
of the big warehouses on one side, and the fully independent shingle-hanger on the other side. We're in the middle. We
attract advisers who want structure but not a lot of interference.

What's that mean in practice? Deutsch: We take care of all of the operations for the advisers: accounting, IT, etc.

Schulte: We support the backbone so they can go about their business. They are full-time, W-2 employees. As for the cost to
them, our payout, they don't give up more to come with Smith Moore than they would if they went out on their own.

That's what the prospective advisers are looking for. What are you looking for? Deutsch: We're looking for good, honest,
ethical people. Tim and I and the members of our board are all producing advisers, working with clients, Whatever we decide
for the firm impacts us the same way.

Will you be adding other offices? Schulte: We are always looking to grow. The firm is well-capitalized and we do not leverage
our balance sheet. We are focused on states in the Midwest, but ultimately if the opportunity is right we are not going to let
geography constrict us.

What are you telling your clients in these turbulent times? Deutsch: We are telling clients first and foremost to stay focused
on their health and their family. Next is to stay focused on the long term and their overall financial plan. I believe this is why
clients chose to work with a financial adviser at Smith Moore to help guide them during these turbulent times.
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